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Abstract

tional autoencoder (VAE) [8] has been successfully proposed
for non-parallel VC [9, 10]. However, VAE suffers from the
risk of over-smoothing. To deal with this problem, generative
adversarial network (GAN) [11] and its variants (such as CycleGAN [12, 13] and StarGAN [14, 15]) use a discriminator to
amplify this artifact in the loss function. However, the discriminator’s discernment may not correspond well to human auditory perception, thus degrading the sound quality of converted
speech. Recently, there is another track of research [16, 17]
that applies phonetic posteriorgrams (PPGs) for non-parallel
VC. PPGs are of frame-level linguistic information representations extracted from the speaker-independent automatic speech
recognition system. The PPGs based VC framework can be separated into two modules: the conversion model and the vocoder.
The conversion model takes PPGs as the inputs, aiming to
predict the acoustic features of the target speaker. Then, the
vocoder utilizes these predicted features to generate the speech
waveform of the target speaker.
In VCC 2020, we utilize the PPGs based VC framework.
Our system uses a CBHG conversion model [18] and a LPCNet vocoder [19] for speech generation. The CBHG [18] conversion model has a bank of 1-D convolutional filters, highway networks [20] and a bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) [21]. Previous works [18] have verified that this structure can effectively capture context information in feature sequences. The LPCNet vocoder [19] combines linear prediction
with recurrent neural networks. Previous works [19] have verified that this vocoder can better control the spectral shape. To
better control the prosody of converted speech, we utilize acoustic features of the source speech as additional inputs, including
the pitch, voiced/unvoiced flag and band aperiodicity. To release the impact of the low-resource training samples, we apply
the speaker adaptation strategy in the training process. We first
develop the average voice model using the multi-speaker data.
Then the average model is adapted to the target speaker via limited training samples. According to the official evaluation results [4, 22], our system reaches the 3.99 for speech quality and
84% accuracy for speaker similarity, ranking the second place.

This paper presents our CASIA (Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Institute of Automation) voice conversion system for the Voice
Conversation Challenge 2020 (VCC 2020). The CASIA voice
conversion system can be separated into two modules: the conversion model and the vocoder. We first extract linguistic features from the source speech. Then, the conversion model takes
these linguistic features as the inputs, aiming to predict the
acoustic features of the target speaker. Finally, the vocoder utilizes these predicted features to generate the speech waveform
of the target speaker. In our system, we utilize the CBHG conversion model and the LPCNet vocoder for speech generation.
To better control the prosody of the converted speech, we utilize acoustic features of the source speech as additional inputs,
including the pitch, voiced/unvoiced flag and band aperiodicity. Since the training data is limited in VCC 2020, we build
our system by combining the initialization using a multi-speaker
data and the adaptation using limited data of the target speaker.
The results of VCC 2020 rank our CASIA system in the second
place with an overall mean opinion score of 3.99 for speaker
quality and 84% accuracy for speaker similarity.
Index Terms: Voice conversion, Phonetic posteriorgrams
(PPGs), LPCNet vocoder, Speaker adaptation

1. Introduction
Voice conversion (VC) aims to modify the source speaker’s
voice to sound like that of the target speaker while keeping
the content consistent. VC frameworks have been utilized in
widespread applications, including development of personalized speaking aids for speech-impaired subjects [1], novel vocal
effects of singing voices [2], and a voice changer to generate
various types of expressive speech [3].
Voice Conversation Challenge (VCC) plays an important
role in the development of VC approaches. Organizers provide
an open platform for participants to test their systems. The first
VCC is organized in 2016. It requires participants to build VC
models using parallel training samples, which contain pairs of
the same transcription utterances spoken by different speakers.
Following this, VCC 2018 increases difficulties. It requires participants to build their systems using non-parallel training data.
This year is the third VCC [4]. It contains two tasks: VC within
the same language (task 1) and cross-lingual VC (task 2). We
participate in all tasks. Our participating system, the CASIA
(Chinese Academy of Sciences, Institute of Automation) VC
system, is elaborated in this paper.
The conventional VC approach usually needs parallel training data [5–7]. However, VCC 2020 [4] only provides few parallel training data in the task 1. What’s worse, the parallel training data is unavailable in the task 2. To deal with this problem,
researches propose some methods for non-parallel VC. Varia-

2. Proposed Method
2.1. Framework Overview
Let us define the acoustic features Y ∈ RT ×Da , the pitch
f 0 ∈ RT ×1 , the band aperiodicity (bap) fbap ∈ RT ×1 , the
voiced/unvoiced flag (vuv) fvuv ∈ RT ×1 , the PPGs L ∈
RT ×Dp . Here, T is the number of frames.
In the training stage (Figure 1(a)), we first extract Y , f 0,
fbap , fvuv and L from the target speech. Then we concatenate f 0, fbap , fvuv and L together, represented as F =
[L; f 0; fvuv ; fbap ] ∈ RT ×(Dp +3) . Finally, the CBHG conver-
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Figure 1: The framework of our CASIA VC system.
sion model is learned to convert F into the acoustic features Y .
In the conversion stage (Figure 1(b)), we first extract f 0,
fbap , fvuv and L from the source speech. A linear conversion
is applied to convert f 0 from the source speaker to the target
speaker:
 
σy
+ µy
(1)
log f 0y = (log f 0x − µx ) ∗
σx

Since the training data is limited in VCC 2020, we apply
speaker-adaptive approaches for the CBHG conversion model
and LPCNet vocoder. As for the CBHG conversion model,
we first train a multi-speaker average model. The PPGs augmented with one-hot speaker embedding vectors are used as the
inputs. Then, we adapt the pre-trained average model to the
target speaker. As for the LPCNet vocoder, we first train an
initialization model with a multi-speaker dataset without additional speaker embeddings. Then, we adapt the initialization
model to the target speaker with limited data.

where µx (or µy ) and σx (or σy ) are the mean value and variance value of the source speaker’s (or the target speaker’s)
log f 0, respectively. log f 0x and log f 0y are the source and
converted f 0 in logarithmic domain, respectively. Then, we
concatenate L, converted log f 0, fvuv and fbap together. These
representations are fed into the conversion model, aiming to
predict the converted acoustic features. Finally, we feed these
converted acoustic features to the speaker-dependent LPCNet
vocoder for speech generation.

3. Experiments and Discussion
Firstly, we present our experimental databases. Then, we illustrate implementation details of our proposed method. Finally,
we compare our method with other participants via the official
subjective measures [4, 22]. Speech samples are available online at https://zeroqiaoba.github.io/VC-Demo..

2.2. Linear Prediction Coding Net (LPCNet)

3.1. Corpus Description

Vocoders influence the quality of converted speech. In this paper, we choose the LPCNet vocoder [19] for speech generation. LPCNet is a variant of WaveRNN [23], which generates speech samples from Bark-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(BFCCs) [24], pitch period and pitch correlation parameters.
In this work, we use the code published by the Mozilla team
[19] with some modifications. Since VCC 2020 focuses on the
24 kHz conversion strategies, we modify the original 16 kHz
LPCNet to 24 kHz LPCNet. To better control high frequency
features, we increase feature dimension of BFCCs features to
30 dimensions. To extract more accurate pitch trajectory, we
use the reaper toolkit in the WORLD vocoder [25] for the pitch
estimation. Totally, we extract 32-D features, including 30-D
BFCCs, 1-D pitch period and 1-D pitch correlation.

We evaluate our propose method on two tasks of VCC 2020.
The first task requires to build an VC system within the same
language. The second task needs to build a cross-lingual VC
system. Concretely, the source speakers are in English. While
the target speakers are in Finnish, German and Mandarin.
Due to the small amount of training data in VCC 2020, we
increase training samples by means of speed perturbation. It is
a technique of changing speech speed while keeping the tone
unchanged. We randomly choose speed factor from 0.6, 0.8,
1.0 and 1.2.
For the multi-speaker average conversion modal and LPCNet vocoder, an internal Mandarin dataset of CASIA and the
public available VCTK [29] English dataset are employed.
Our Mandarin dataset contains 80 speakers and VCTK English
dataset contains 108 speakers.

2.3. Training with limited samples
Speaker-adaptive approaches [26–28] have been proposed to
obtain models for the target speaker using limited training samples. In these methods, they first develop average voice models
using multi-speaker data. Then, the average models are adapted
to the target speaker with limited data.

3.2. Implementation Details
To extract PPGs from the input speech, we build a TDNNLSTM based acoustic model using the Kaldi toolkit [30]. The
input features are 40-D filter-bank features with the 25ms win-
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(a) MOS results for task 1.

(b) Similarity results for task 1.

Figure 2: Subjective test results for task 1 when averaging all speaker pairs. The CASIA VC system is T29.

(a) MOS results for task 2.

(b) Similarity results for task 2.

Figure 3: Subjective test results for task 2 when averaging all speaker pairs. The CASIA VC system is T29.
dow size and 10ms window shift. Outputs of the last LSTM
layer are utilized as the frame-level lexical features, PPGs. Totally, 512-D PPGs are extracted for each input waveform.
Acoustic features are extracted with 10ms window shift.
The WORLD vocoder [25] is utilized to extract the pitch, vuv
and bap. The LPCNet vocoder [19] is utilized to extract 32-D
acoustic features.
The CBHG [18] conversion model has K = 16 sets of 1-D
convolutional filters. The k-th set convolutional filter contains
128 filters with width k (k ∈ [1, K]). These convolutional layers are followed with one highway network (4 layers with 64
hidden units) and one bi-directional GRU layer (64 units for
each GRU component).
In the training process, we choose the Adam optimizer with
a learning rate of 0.001 for parameter optimization. We train our
models for at least 100k steps with a batch size of 32. Gradient
clipping is also used for regularization.

Subjective test results on two tasks are shown in Figure
2∼3, respectively. Besides the submitted systems, results of
three baselines (T11, T16, T22), as well as the original source
speaker (SOU) and target speaker (TAR) are also listed. Our
CASIA VC system is denoted as T29. Figure 2(a) shows that
our system achieves an MOS of 3.99 for speech quality in task
1, compared with 3.79 for the baseline T11 and 4.07 for the top
system T10. Figure 2(b) shows that our system achieves a similarity score of 84% in task 1, compared with 79% for the baseline T11 and 89% for the top system T10. Figure 3(a) shows
that our system achieves an MOS of 3.99 for speech quality in
task 2, compared with 3.80 for the baseline T11 and 4.18 for the
top system T10. Figure 3(b) shows that our system achieves a
similarity score of 69% in task 2, compared with 59% for the
baseline T11 and 71% for the top system T10. Overall, the results of VCC 2020 rank our system in the second place.

4. Conclusions

3.3. Evaluation Results of VCC 2020
In VCC 2020, the quality of the speech samples and their similarity to the target speaker are evaluated using the official subjective evaluation [4, 22]. The organizers recruit 206 Japanese
listeners (110 female, 96 male) and 68 English listeners (32 female, 33 male and 3 for others) to evaluate the converted speech.

We present our CASIA VC system developed for the VCC 2020
in this paper. Our system adopts the CBHG structure to convert source speech’s PPGs into target speaker’s acoustic features. Then the LPCNet vocoder is utilized for speech generation. To better control the prosody of converted speech, the
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auxiliary acoustic features (including the pitch, voiced/unvoiced
flag and band aperiodicity) of the source speech are utilized as
additional inputs. To deal with the impact of limited training
samples, speaker-adaptive strategies are also applied. The results of VCC 2020 rank our system in the second place with an
MOS of 3.99 for speaker quality and 84% accuracy for speaker
similarity.
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